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In [10] 0 ’Meara has introduced a new class of topological spaces, called lt 

-spaces. Following him, a regular T 1 space with a q-Iocally finite k-network is 

called an lt-space. A colIection ‘f1! of subsets of X is said to be a k-network for 

X if for each compact subset K of X and each open subset U of X containing K 

there exists a finite union R of members of g; such that K C R ζ U. g; is said 

to be a pseudobase if for each compact subset K of X and each open subset U 

of X containing K there is a B ε ‘q; such that K C B ζ U. ‘f1! is said to be a 

network for X if for each x ε X and each open subset U of X containing x, there 

is a B ε ‘q; such tha t x ε B C U. A space X with a countable pseudo-base is 

called an lto-space by Michael [7J , whereas a space X with a closed q-IocalIy 

finite network is calIed a O'-space by Okuyama [13J. The .'CIass of a lI q-spaces 

contains the class of all ~o-spaces， and all subparacompact spaces (that is, 

spaces with the property that every open covering has a q-discrete closed refine

ment). 
In [10, 11] properties of lt-spaces paralIel to lto-spaces have been obtained .. In 

the present Ílote some sum theorems for lt-spaces have been given. It is also 

proved that the image of an lt-space under a perfect mapping is an lt-space. 

In the end, we obtain a sufficient condition for an invertible space to be 

an lt-space. Simple extension due to Levine [12J has also been considered for 

lt-spaces. 

We shalI first prove the localIy finite sum theorem for lt-spaces which states 

the foIIowing: 

THEOREM 1. 11 {Fα : α ε Q} is a locally li영te closed covering 01 X such that 

each Fa is an lt-space, then X z's an ~-space. 

PROOF. Since each F a is a regular T 1 space, therefore X is a regular T 1 space. 

Thus we shalI only prove that X has a u-Iocally finite k-network if each F.α 
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c。

has a u-Iocally finite k-network. For each α ε Q let γa=u γf be a g-local1Y’ 
n=1 ” 

finite k-network for F a' where each r n
a 

is locally finite in F a (and hence in 
。。

X). Then 찢=u찢n' where 쫓n= U _r "a is a a-Iocally finite k-network for X. 
n=l .. aEQ .. 

For, let K be a compact subset of X and U an open subset of X such that 

K C U. Since every locally finite family is compact finite (that is, every compact 

subset intersects at most finitely many members of the family) , therefore K 

intersects at most finitely many F a’s say Fal, Fa2’ ...... , F와. Thus 

k 

나
늬
 

= 
z 

K 

(KnFα ) C U. For each i=l , 2, ...... , k , KnFα is a compact subset of Fat 

which is contained in an open subset U n F a. of Fα • Let Ri be a finite union, 
k 

Therefore, . U Ri is of members of r.ι such that K n Fa C 뀔 CUnFa CU. 
k 

a finite union of members of X ” such that Kc=U1 Rt I U. Hence χ，.. is a a-Iocally 

finite k-network. 

COROLLARY 1. Every disjoint topol~ical sum 01 ~-spaces is an ~-space. 

It has been proved by Hodel [3] that for any topological property P which 

is closed hereditary (that is a property, which when possessed by a space, is 

possessed by every closed subset of it) and which satisfies the locally finite SUIIl< 

theorem, the following theorems are true. 

THEOREM 2. 11 γ is a a-locally li쩌te open coνerZχg 01 a space X sμch that the 

closure 01 each member 01 γ’ has the property P , then X has the property P. 

THEOREM 3. Let X be a regμlar topological space and let r be a (J-locally linite 

oψen cover쩌g 01 Xsuch that each member 01 γ has the property P and the Iron#er 

01 each member 01 γ is compact. Theχ X has the property P. 

THEOREM 4. 11 γ is a σ-locally li껴te elementary covering 01 X such tkat eacw 

member 01 r kas tke property P , then X has tke property P. (For the dζfinitiow‘ 

01 elementary cover쩌g see deliηitz"on 1). 

DEFINITION 1. [Hodel, 3]. A subset A of X is said to be elementary if it is 

open and if there exists a sequence {Ai} ?。 1 of open subsets of X such that A c: 
。。

.U1 At and 과 C A for all i. A covering consisting of elementary sets is said to be 

an ele??Ze%taη， coueri%g. 
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DEFINITION 2. [Y. Katuta, 4] • A famiIy {Aa : a e Q} of subsets of X is said t@ 

be order locally finite if there is a linear ordering ‘ <’ of the index set Q such 

that for each α ε Q. the famiIy {Aβ : β <a} is locaIly finite at each point of Aa. 

Every u-IocaIly finite famiIy is order locaIly finite. but not conversely. 

In [13J. Singal and Arya have proved some sum theorems for order locaIly 
finite open coverings of X. Let P be a topological property which is closeæ 

hereditary and which satisfies the locaIly finite sum theorem. then the foIlowing 

two theorems hold. 

THEOREM 5. Let r be an order locally /z"nite open coverz'ng 01 X sαch that the 

closure 01 each meηzber 01 γ possesses the proψerty P. Then X possesses P. 

THEOREM 6. 11 r is an order locally li쩌te open cove서ng 01 a regzelar space X 

such that each meηzber 01 ~‘ possesses the property P and the Irontier' 01 each 

member 01 r is compact. then X has the pro.ψe껴y P. 

Obviously Theorems 2 and 3 of Hodel foIlow as coroIlaries to Theorems 5 and 6; 

respectively. 

Since the property of being an lt-space is hereditary. therefore. in view of 

Theorem 1. we have the following theorems. 

THEOREM 7. 11 γ is a u-Iocally li쩌te elementary cover싫g 01 X sμch that each: 

V ε r is an lt-space. then X is an lt-space. 

THEOREM 8. 11 r is an order locally li;쩌ïe open coverz'ng 01 X such thα:t the ‘ 

closure 01 each member 01 r is an 홍-space. then X is an ~-space. 

THEOREM 9. 11 γ’ is an order locally linite open covering 01 a regulaγ space X 

sμch that each ηzember 01 γ is an lt-space and Irontier 01 each membeγ 01 'Y is 

com양act. then X is an 홍-space. 

As a consequence of the locaIly finite sum theorem and the closed hereditary 

character of lt -spaces. we deduce the following interesting results. 

THEOREM 10. Let γ be a locally linite open cover쩌g 01 a regular space X such 

that each member 01 r ‘ is a% 홍-space and Irontier 01 each member 01 γ z's Lindelöl •. 

Then X is an lt-space. 

PROOF. Let 찢= {Va: α E Q} be the given locally finite open covering of X. 

For each α ε Q. Fr Va is Lindelδf. Therefore there exists a countable subfamily 
= 

{Vai: i=1, 2,---} of7 which coversFrVa· LetF1=FrVaτ브2Va.- Then F1 is a 
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,dosed su&et of Fr Va (aad hence of X) such that F1I Val- Since Fl is Lin de16f 

and X is regular there exists an open set U 1 such that F 1 C U 1 C U 1 ζ Val- Ul

being a cIosed subset of an lt --space Va , is an lt -SpaCe. Suppose for each z' = 1, 2, 

•••• n-l, there exists an 0야n set Ui such that Fi C Ui ζ 다 ζ V a where 

i-l ∞ 

Fi=Fr Va .... (띨 Uk)냈:l+1Va.)] and 다 is an lt-s맹ce. Now 1야 

#-1 ∞ ‘ 

Fn=F‘r Va-- [(U U,)U(U . V a)]. 
k=1 k=n+l 

Then F n is a cIosed Lindelδf subset such that F nCVa • Again, by regularity 

()f X there exists an open set U n such that F nCU nCU nζVa• and U n is an 

"lt. -space. Thus by induction we obta.in a family t( = {u n: n E N} of open sets 

:satisf피ng: 

(a) t( is a covering of Fr Va ’ 
(b) {IT

”; xεN} is locally finite. 
c。

Let Fo=Ya .••.. UPk' then{Un; n ε N} U {F 01 is a locally finite cIosed covering 
‘ k=l "' 

,. 

Qf Yα each member of which is an lt-space. Hence by Theorem 1, γa b an 

lt-space. Thus {Va: α ε .Q} is a local1y finite cIosed covering of X each member 
.()f ‘ which is an lt-space. Hence X is an lt-space, in view of Theorem 1. For 

-details of the proof, see [14]. 

THEOREM 11. 11 γ be a localψ li:쩌te open covering 01 a nor:ηZ111 space X such 

that each V ε r is an lt-space, then X is an lt-space. 

PROOF. Let γ‘={Va:a ε .Q} • Since X is normal, there exists .. an open covering 

.{U a: α 드 .Q} of X such that U a C V a" Then {Uα:a ε .Q} is a. local1y finite 

dosed covering of X such that each U a is an ~ -space. Hence X is an l't -space. 

An open covering γ of X is said. to be a nonnal open covering if there is a 
sequence {r J of open coverings of X such that each γn is a star'refinement of 
γn-l and r 1 is a re펴nement of γ. 

THEOREM 12. Let γ be a normal open coν'eri쩌:g 01 a normal space X. Then X is 

an lt-space zf each VE r is an lt-s.φace. 

PROOF. Since ~’ isa nonnal open covering of the normal space X , therefore 
쫓 admits of a locally fi띠te open refinement (8, Theorem 1. 2.]. Hence the 
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result follows in view of Th∞rem 11. 
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THEOREM 13. 11 r be a point linite open covering 01 a collectionwz.senormal 

space suck tkat each member 01 r z.s a1Z ~-space. then X is an ~-space. 

PROOF. The result follows in view of Theorem 11 and the fact that in a 
collec뼈nwise normal space, every point finite open covering has a locally finite 
open refinement [히 • 

THEOREM 14. Let γ be a q-locally linite opαz covering 01 a normal s.찌'ace X 

않ck that each V ε Y ‘ is an Fq-subset 01 X. 11 each V ε γ is an ?t-space. then X 

is an ~-spai:e. 

PROOF. By Theorem 1.2 in [8]. γ is a nonnal covering. Hence the result 
follows in view of Theorem 12. 

TI:I뻐REM 15. Let r ‘ be a q-locally li:쩌te open covering 01 a countab，μI paracompact 

normal space X sμch that eack membeγ 01 γ is an~-space. Then X is an ~-space. 

PROOF. Since every q-locally finite open ∞Ivering of a countably paracompact 
nOl mal space is nOII I1al (see [9J), the result fol1ows in view of Theorem 12 above. 

THEOREM 16. Let X be a 1’egulaγ space wkich is the union 01 two sets A and B ’ 

such that A is nonαnpty compact and B is paracompact. 11 r ‘ be an ope:χ coueri?zg 
of X such that eack V E r is an ~-space. then X is an ~-space. 

PROOF. Let γ =Wa : a ε Q} • For each x ε A there is an αx ε Q such that 

x ε V a • Since X is regular. let U a be an open subset of X such that x E U a C 

Eaxc=V인· Let {Uaxl’ …---, Udx.} be a finite subfamily of {Uax : x g A} such that. 
n I 

A C .U. U a_ • Also. each U a_. being a subset of Va_ is an ~-space. Let F X 
1 -;r‘ %, - -x, 

η 

.... ~u U IY • Then F is a closed subset of X which is contained in B and hence F 
i=l '.X, 

is a regular paracompact space. Therefore the covering {FnVa : α ε Q} of F has. 

a locally finite Cin F and hence in X) closed (in F and hence in X) refinement 
~. The covering ~’={U: U ε g} U {ITaxi: i=1, 2, …, n} is then a locally finite 

closed covering of X such that each W E r is an 상-space. Hence X is an 

~-space in γiew of Theorem 1. 

THEOREM 17. Let X be a collection씨se normal space and let X be the u껴on 01 
tμ10 sets A and B such that A is paracompact and closed and B is paracompact. 11" 
γ is an open covering 01 X szκh that each V ε r is an ~-space then X is an 

• 
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~-space. 

PROOF. Let γ= {Va: a E .Q}. Since A is paracompact, the open covering 

{Anva : α ε .Q} of A has a locally finite open refinement {U ß: β ε T}. Since X 

is collectionwise normal, therefore by Lemma 1 in (1) there exists a locally 

finite open covering {W ß: β ε T} of X such that A n Wß C Uß for each β ε r. 
For each β ε r , let a(β) ε .Q such that U ß C A n Va(β). Let Gß = W ß n vα(ß). 

Then ~={Gβ: β ε T} is a locally finite open collection which covers A. Since 
X is regular, there exists a locally finite open collection :JR'" {H ð : δ ε L1} which 
covers A and is such that each Hδ is contained in some Gß• Let F=X~ U {Hδ: 
δ E Lf}. Then F is a closed subset of X which is contained in B, and hence is 
paracompact. As above, we obtain a locally finite closed collection :JR"" which 
covers F and such that each member of :JR"" is an ~-space. Thus :JR" {Hð: 

δ E L1} U 쫓" is a locally fi띠te closed covering of X such shat each member of 

:Jí:" is an ~-space. Hence X is an ~-space. 

THEOREM 18. Let ‘.sr = {Fn: n= 1, 2, …} be a countable lamily 01 closed subsets 

01 X sμch that U {F~: n .-1, 2, ... } X. 11 each Fn is an 홍-space， then X is an 

~-space. 
0-

PROOF. Since F" is a closed subset, therefore F~- is contained in Fn and hence 

is an ~-space. Thus {F~: χ=1， 2， …} is a q-locally finite open covering of. X 

‘such that each F~- is an ~-space. Hence the result follows in view of Theorem 2. 

DEFINITION 3. [Frolik, 2). A space X is said to be weakly regμlar if every 
non-empty open subset of X contains a non-empty r뽕ularly closed set. 

THEOREM 19. Eveη space which contains a proper. κonemp'μI regularly closed 
subset z.s an 홍，-space zf and only z"f every regulá1’ly closed sμàset 01 X is an ~-space. 

PROOF. The ‘only if’ part is obvious. We shall, therefore, prove the ‘if’ part. 
Let X be a space containing a proper nonempty r뽕띠arly closed set U. Therefore 

U=Uo-. Let UO=V. Then V is contained in U and so 11 is a proper r맺낀llarly 

closed subset of X where V is regularly open. Thus X 11 l].{XNV) , where 
V and XNV are both lt-spaces. Hence X is an ~-space. 

COROLLARY 2. A weakl)’ ?’egular space X is an lt-space if and only il eν'ery 

proper regulm’ly closed sμbset 01 X is an ~-space. 

COROLLARY3. A semi-regular space X is an 홍-space il and onlyil eveγ'Y proper 
relJ.ularly closed subset 01 X is an ~-space. 

/ 
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A mapping f: X • Y is called a perfect mápping if it is closed, continuous and 

such that f-l(y) is compact for each y E Y. 

THEOREM 22. 1ιet f:X• Y be a perfect mapping. Then' Y is an lt-space if X 
IS so. 

。。

PROOF. Let X be an lt -space and let ~’= U 7자 be a (]"-locally finite k-network 
CXJ 11=1 

forX. Weshallprovethatr=Urm wherern . {j(V): VE 'J자} is a (]"-locally 
n=l “ 

finite k-network for Y. Since f is continuous, each 7/’n will be locally finite in Y. 

To prove that 7/'" is a k-network for Y, let K be a compact subset of Y and U 

be an open subset of Y such that K C U. Since f is a closed continuous mapping 
with f-l(y) compact for each y E Y , therefore r 1(K) is a compact subset of X 

contained in the open set f- 1(U). Let R be a finite union of members of such 
that f-l(K) C R ζf一l(U). Thus K Cf(R) C U and f(R) is a finite union of 

members of 7/'". Hence Y is an lt-space, since it is regular also as X regular. 

DEFINITION 4. [Doyle and Hocking, 2). A space X is said to be an invertible 

space if for each open subset U of X there is a homeomorphism h: X • X such 

that h(X -U) C U. h is called an 쩌verting homeomorPhism for U. 

THEOREM 23. Let X be a topological space invertible 싫 one of its non-empty 
()Pen subsets U and let U be an ~-space， then X is an 홍-space. 

PROOF. Let f be an inverting homeomorphism for U. Then f(U) is closed and 
X U U f(U). Since U and f(U) are lt-spaces, therefore by Theorem 1, X is 

an lt-space. 

DEFINITION 5. [Levine, 12). Let (X, η be any topological space. . Then the 

topology -r(A)= {U U(VnA): U, V E -r} where A 롤 -r, is called a simple extension 

for -r. Obviously A ε -r(A). As is easily verified, (A, -r n A) (A, -r(A) () A) and 
(X - A, -r () (X - A)) (X - A , -r(A) n (X - A)). 

THEOREM 24. Let (X, -r) be an lt -space and A be a closed subspace of (X, -r). 

Then (X, -r(A)) is an lt-space. 

PROOF. Since (X, 상 is an lt-space, therefore (A, -r n A) and (X -A, -rn(X -A)) 

are lt-space. But (A, 7: 0 A)=(A, -rCA) 0 A) and (X -A, -r(A) () (X -A))=((X 

-A) , 7: n (X -A)). thus X is the union of two -r(A)-closed lt-spaces A and 

X-A. Hence (X,7:(A)) is an lt-space. 

‘ 
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